
 

 

 

06.04.2020 

 

Letter to Parents and Guardians of Coláiste Muire 

Easter 2020 

  

 

Dear Parents, 

Thank you for your support these past 3 weeks. I complement you on your efforts with your child in 

less than ideal circumstances. All of the parents I managed to speak with by phone expressed their 

determination to support the work of teachers in their own way.  

‘Less than ideal’ is an understatement. I have spoken to parents who have lost their jobs. Many have 

become responsible for older family members who were living independently until recently. Some 

also report that they are juggling access to computers and broadband, especially in households 

where older siblings have returned home. I have informed staff that not all homes have been 

affected equally by the crisis.  

I again thank my colleagues for going above and beyond. Study plans were updated and put up on 

teams last week and most teachers are continuing to publish assignments. Again, they are coping 

with young children and older relatives. Remote teaching and learning is slower and more unwieldy 

than a traditional school. This has not held them back, however. Spirits remain high but we would 

love to be back in school.  

I have some points to make for the following year groups: 

3rd and 6th years 

 Please presume the exams will go ahead- format and timing remain to be decided. No other 

alternative has been put forward by the Dept. 

 Pre JC and Pre LC results are on VSware.  

 3rd years who wish to skip TY and go into 5th year will be given access to the VSware subject 

choice screen on after Easter. TYs will be entering their subject choices online during Easter. 

Only when subject choices from 3rd years and TYs together are all in will the system assign 

subjects. In subjects that are oversubscribed places will be assigned by order of preference. 
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If two or more students have the same preference for one space, the computer assigns the 

space randomly. First come first served does not operate here.  

 Those 3rd years who prefer to do TY will be provided with an application form to be 

completed online after the holidays. 

 

1st years 

 A progress report is now available on VSware.  

TYs 

 We have opened the window for making subject choices for 5th year on VSware.  A step by 

step guide will be published on the app. Please enter your choices over the Easter Holidays. 

We cannot assign places in subjects until the 3rd years skipping TY have entered their 

choices.  

 

Please note that the school remains closed until further notice and teachers are on Easter holidays.  

 

Yours Sincerely, 

 

Fergus O’Brien 

Principal  

   


